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IMPROVEMENT OF VOLTAGE PROFILE IN HYBRID PVWIND SYSTEM USING STATCOM
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Abstract: With multiple renewable sources connected to the
grid, different voltage profile problems are introduced which
include voltage sags and fluctuations. These problems are
solved by different FACTs devices connected at PCC
improving the voltage profile. This paper discusses the
STATCOM module integrated into a grid with a FIS
structure in the controller for better results as compared to
conventional controllers. The distribution grid considered for
the analysis comprises of PVA module and PMSG wind farm
as renewable energy resources connected at PCC in parallel
to the main grid and STATCOM. The analysis is carried out
on the proposed distribution test system with different
operating conditions using MATLAB software Simulink
block sets. All comparison graphs are generated using
‘powergui’ toolbox with time domain analysis.

integrating the FACTs device [9] into the grid, improving
voltage magnitude, reducing harmonics, improving the power
factor of the main grid source. All these issues are solved by
connecting a STATCOM [9] at PCC which injects reactive
power into the distribution grid compensating power of the
load, stabilizing voltage magnitude at PCC, reducing
harmonics. A STATCOM is a power electronic module that
comprises controllable IGBTs along with a static capacitor on
the DC side. The control of these power electronic switches in
the module controls the reactive power injection to the grid.
The proposed distribution test system with RES and
STATCOM modules connected to the main grid and loads can
be observed below in figure 1.

Keywords: FACTs (Flexible alternate current transmission
systems), PCC (Point of Common Coupling), STATCOM
(Static Synchronous Compensator), FIS (Fuzzy Interface
Structure), PVA (Photo Voltaic Array), PMSG
(Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator), MATLAB ,
Powergui.
1.
Introduction
In the new age, electrical power systems, multiple renewable
energy sources [1] are connected at the distribution level for
power sharing reducing power consumption from the main
grid. To reduce power loss from the renewable sources the
modules are connected near to loads reducing power transfer
from long distances. The renewable energy sources (RES)
integrated into the distribution grid is PVA and PMSG wind
farm [2] controlled by power electronic converters [3]. As the
power generated from renewable sources is uncertain because
of the unpredictable solar irradiation (for PVA) and wind
speeds (for a wind farm) of the environment, multiple voltage
profile issues are created which include voltage sags,
fluctuations, harmonics, power factor drop in main grid. These
issues need to be solved for a better grid system maintaining
the voltage profile at PCC reducing damage to the devices and
loads connected to the grid. These issues are solved by

Fig. 1: Proposed distribution test system with RES and
STATCOM modules
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As it can be observed the PVA source [4] is connected with a
boost converter for stabilizing the DC output voltage of the
PVA module. The boost converter is controlled by the MPPT
algorithm with duty ratio control. The wind farm module
comprises of wind turbine for mechanical power generation
and PMSG for converting mechanical power to electrical
power. These RES modules are connected to the grid through
a high power coupling transformer. Multiple rating loads are
connected for different operating conditions on the grid and
STATCOM connected for reactive power injection.
In this paper, section I is included with an introduction of the
proposed system followed by section II which includes
operating principles of RES modules. Section III has
STATCOM working principle and control structure modeling.
Results and analysis of the introduced modules with different
operating conditions by changing loads on the grid is observed
in section IV. All the comparable graphical representations are
presented in this section IV followed by section V which
includes the conclusion and references used for this paper.
2.
Res Modules Modeling
There are many renewable sources developed in electrical
power engineering by utilization of natural resources for the
generation of electrical power. The RES modules that can be
used are PVA, wind farm, fuel cell, tidal energy farms, biogas
plants, etc. Apart from all these sources, PVA and wind farm
RES modules are considered to be optimal options for the
generation of power from renewable natural sources. These
modules have less installation and less maintenance cost and
hence are adopted into our proposed distribution test system.
The internal modeling of PVA along with boost converter [6]
topology can be seen in the figure below.

method [8] was used as the MPPT algorithm for the above
converter, as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3: P&O MPPT algorithm flow chart
In the above algorithm, PV_V(n) and PV_I(n) are the PV array
voltage and current measurements. The power of the PVA is
calculated as
…………(1)
The change in PWM is varied with a comparison of present
power PV_P(n), previous power PV_P(n-1) and present
voltage PV_V(n), previous voltage PV_V(n-1). The updated
duty ratio controls the output of the converter depending on
the solar irradiation of the environment. The parameters of
PVA used for our test system are given in table I.
Table I
Name of parameter
Value
Voc (Open circuit voltage)
36.3V
Vmp (Maximum power voltage)
29V
Isc (short circuit current)
7.84A
Imp (Maximum power current)
7.35A
Np (parallel number of panels)
510
Ns (series number of panels)
97
The total power generated of the PVA during optimal solar
irradiation

Fig. 2: PVA module with a boost converter
The input is a PVA source connected to a boost converter for DC
voltage stabilization in the circuit above. The duty ratio of the
switch S, which is created by the MPPT algorithm using feedback
from the PVA voltage and current, is used to regulate the DC
voltage output Vo. The P&O (Perturb and Observe)

of

1000W/mt

2

is

given

………………(2)
= 29 * 7.35 * 510 * 97 = 10.54MW
The PMSG wind farm [4] [5] is connected to the boost
converter [6] in parallel with the PVA module. The PMSG
produces three-phase variable voltage that varies with wind
speed. A diode bridge rectifier is attached in parallel to the
PVA converter and converts the PMSG output to DC voltage.
The PMSG wind farm rating is given in Table II below.
Table II
Name of parameter
Value
Flux linkage λ
0.192V.s
Number of pole pairs Pn
2
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Inertia J
Friction factor
Stator phase resistance Rs
d-axis inductance of machine
q-axis inductance of machine

2

0.011kg-m
-3
1.89 x 10 N-m-s
0.05ohm
0.635mH
0.635mH

The above machine parameters are of 3MW machine operated
by wind turbine connected to the machine controlling the input
mechanical torque to the generator [7] concerning wind speed.
The parameters of a wind turbine are given in table III.
Table III
Name of parameter
Value
Nominal mechanical power
3MW
Electrical power
3.33MVA
Rated wind speed
12mt/sec
Power output at rated wind speed
0.8pu
Rated shaft speed
1pu
Pitch angle
0deg

Fig. 4: STATCOM circuit topology

With the above parameters of PMSG and wind turbine, the
wind farm is modeled with three modules connected in parallel
with total generation power of 3*3MW = 9MW. Both the PVA
and PMSG wind farm are connected in parallel to a threephase inverter which converts DC power to three-phase AC
power which can be utilized by the loads or interconnected to a
three-phase grid [7] for power sharing. For grid
interconnection, a three-phase voltage synchronization is
needed for sharing of power from RES. The inverter is
controlled by the three-phase sinusoidal PWM technique.

The device comprises six power electronic switches which can
be either IGBT or MOSFET controlled by PWM pulses. On
the DC side, a high rating capacitance [10] is connected for the
generation of reactive power by consuming leading current
from the grid. The magnitude of consuming leading current is
set by a feedback control system with synchronization of PCC
[11] three-phase voltages (where the STATCOM is
interconnected). The proposed control structure for the
reactive power compensation device is represented in figure 5.

3.
Statcom Modeling
To compensate for inductive reactive load power consumption
from conventional or renewable sources, a STATCOM [9]
FACTs system is used to inject reactive power into the grid.
This compensation of reactive power of load improves the
performance of the grid by increasing the power factor of the
sources near to unity. This also improves the voltage
magnitude at PCC where all the modules are connected
maintaining the value between 0.95pu and 1.05pu. However,
along with reactive power compensation [10], the STATCOM
also stabilizes the voltage at PCC with very low ripple and
harmonics in the three-phase voltages. The power device takes
feedback from PCC voltages and conventional source currents
for the required reactive power compensation. Figure 4 shows
the internal structure of the power electronic device integrated
STATCOM device.

Fig. 5: STATCOM control structure
In the above control structure, there are two sub modules,
which include the AC part and DC part. The AC part takes
feedback from the PCC voltages (V1), and load currents (I)
[12]. The dq components are generated by parks
transformation operated by PLL in synchronization with V 1.
For STATCOM current reference (Idref and Iqref), the d-axis
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component is considered from the DC voltage regulator [12]
which is the DC part. The reference d-axis component is
generated by a comparison of reference DC voltage value to
measured DC voltage across the DC side capacitor [13]. The
error is fed to the PI controller or fuzzy interface system (FIS)
[14] for the generation of the d-component. The q-axis current
component is produced by the AC voltage regulator by
comparison of reference voltage magnitude to measured PCC
voltage magnitude. The final reference signals for the PWM
pulse generation are generated by the current regulator by
comparison of reference current components (Idref and Iqref)
to measured current components (Id Iq). The DC voltage
regulator fuzzy interface system [14] with two input
membership functions and one output membership function is
given in figure 6.

Fig. 6: Fuzzy interface structure for DC voltage regulator
The Mamdani system of the FIS has 49 rule base with seven
membership functions set for the generation of output
reference d-axis current component. The rule base for the
proposed FIS is given in table IV.
Table IV

decided. The below are the possible test systems for given
modules.
a) Test system 1- Only renewable sources PVA and wind
farm feeding variable load
b) Test system 2- Conventional source grid with the
renewable source connected in parallel
c) Test system 3- Grid along with renewable sources and
STATCOM (PI controller)
d) Test system 4- Gris along with renewable sources and
STATCOM (FIS controller)
In all the above test systems same load variations are taken at
different instants of time with different active and reactive
power consumptions. The variable load ratings for 8sec
simulation time are given below.

Loading-A is applied between time 0-3secs, 4-5sec and 6-8sec,
Loading-B is applied between 3-4secs, Loading-C is applied
between 5-6secs. The graphical representation of the powers
and voltages at PCC for different test systems for the given
load variations are shown below.

Fig. 7: Active power of load of 4 test systems
The above are the active powers of the time variable load as
per the loading given above. The graph comprises of
comparison of active power for all four cases.
As per the rule base, 'e' variable represents the error value
(produced by comparison of DCref and DCmeas) and 'de'
variable represents a change in error value (produced by
comparison of e(i) and e(i-1)). Here e(i) is the present error
value and e(i-1) is the past error value which is generated by
unit delay.
4.
Simulink Results And Discussion
For analysis of power transfers from each module and voltage
magnitude at PCC, simulations are run on four different test
systems using the above modules. The results are compared
for these proposed test systems and the optimal system is

Fig. 8: Grid active and reactive powers for case 4
Results of test system 4 are considered as it is considered as
the optimal operating system with renewable sources, grid,
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STATCOM operated by the fuzzy controller. The above are
the grid active and reactive power exchange as per loading
conditions. The below is the load active and reactive power
graph.

Fig. 9: Load active and reactive powers for case 4

Fig. 10: Total active power injection from renewable sources
The above is the total active power injected by the renewable
source recorded at a maximum of 20MW and minimum at
10MW as per changes in solar irradiation and wind speeds.
The below is the graph of fuzzy controlled STATCOM
injected reactive power recorded at 6MVAR supporting the
load reactive power consumption.

Fig. 12: PCC voltage magnitudes of 4 test systems
The above graph is the comparison of voltage magnitudes at
PCC per unit for all four test systems. As seen in the
comparison the fourth test system with fuzzy STATCOM
connected to the grid has a more stable voltage magnitude and
is maintained in the given limit between 0.95pu and 1.05pu as
per IEEE standards.
5.
Conclusion
In the above results, the voltage magnitude at PCC for test
system 4 is maintained between 0.95pu and 1.05pu which is in
the allowable range. This is achieved when the test system
with renewable sources and grid is connected along with
STATCOM at PCC with a FIS controller. The fuzzy controller
connected at the DC voltage regulator improves the dcomponent with optimal value for maintaining the voltage in
the given range. The powers of the loads are however
maintained the same in all cases and the power injection from
renewable sources and grid is also the same. A comparative
analysis with different operating conditions and different
controllers are shown proving that the system is more stable
when operated with STATCOM controlled by the FIS control
structure.
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